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California Journey XI Apache Junction 12-31 to 1-2
Rise and shine December 31, 2011. As usual, we rosé and had breakfast downstairs at the motel.
That is how I started yesterday’s chapter. However, this time we were leaving as were many others from
the party. Yes, I think some were staying on to golf – even for several days. Golf and shopping seemed
to be the big activities. We retirees are free spirits. I really hope that in our leaving that Pat and Frank
knew we were happy to have been part of their days of celebration. We have communicated with Frank
since the trip.
I should mention that on December 29 my throat was uncomfortable and on December 30, I was certain
that a cold had settled in. Immediate action, going to a CVS pharmacy at nearly closing time on Friday
night set me up with a decongestant that seemed to work. I popped cough drops too. The attempt to
suppress the symptoms seemed to work, but the cold and especially the cough systems continued for
about three weeks. Wow. Beverly came down with a cold a few days later and she experienced a cold of
long duration as well. And we NEVER get colds. Well, we did this time.
So we were on our way from Palm Springs at 10:16 AM. 64 degrees. The trip meter in the car said we
had traveled 3023.5 miles so far.
Well, guess what. I just looked at my collection of pictures for the days in Apache Junction. Not much.
I have looked at the shots and then at the roadmap. At least in getting to Phoenix, the 300 miles of road is
pretty much flat desert. Our first stop was at Cottonwood, CA which is the southern entrance to Joshua
Tree National Park. (Beverly has had to remind me of this, because I have totally blanked that out.) The
only photo remembrance of that stop is a few pictures of the interpretive signs provided at the park
entrance. We wisely decided that we’d go on to Phoenix without any more hiking which would have
consumed a couple hours. We’d try to make it to Apache Junction before dark.
Actually, now that I look at them, the problem is the desert. Except for the interpretive signs, the other
photos show desert. I had taken pictures for some reason but without notes I can’t pick out what part of
the stark landscape had caught my eye. I will try to do a little reconstructing.
Basically, the signs that we photographed spoke of life in the Great American Desert – which included the
high Mojave, low Colorado, etc. One comment they made is worth repeating. They noted that “the
dryness of the area was astonishing, but more astonishing was how plants, animals and people
accommodate themselves to this seemingly uninhabitable environment.” But to see anything of the
animal life, you must rise early or stay late to meet the wildlife when they appear at times when the sun is
more tolerant.
At Cottonwood, we learned about the bajada (buh-hah-duh) which is a geologic formation found near the
bottom of these mountain ranges. Here mountains erode and their eroded materials spread out to the
desert in fan shaped structures at the base of the range. The combination of these fans form an
undulating geologic formation called a bajada. I believe that, more than on the flat desert, the vegetation
and life forms are more diverse on a bajada as one moves from the upper to the lower levels.
The next photo I insert here shows a couple “alluvial” fans coming down from a low range. The fans
would form a bajada formation. However it doesn’t look like this bajada from the Mojave is too
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productive for vegetation. Conditions must have to be right. Possibly the range needs to provide
moisture by having a snow cap. The range at the right is in or near Joshua Tree, but lower hills got in

the way of viewing their base.
Enough geology. We were heading east
on I10 toward Arizona. Just before
leaving California, we stopped for gas or
a rest stop in Chiriaco Summit, CA.
Turns out that the area was used by
George Patton for training for his North
Africa campaign in WWII. It was now
the home of a George Patton Memorial
Museum. As an attractor to passing
tourists, a field just before the truck stop
contained several tanks and other
military leftovers. A description of the
Desert Training Center said that George
only spent 4 months there, but a million
troops passed through there.
Back on I10, we noticed the California
highway crews had some clean up work in one
stretch. They seem to have neglected cleaning
up the road shoulders. It was laced with tires
and retread fragments. Lots of rubber!
Finally, Arizona. We drove across the border
which was the Colorado River. Arizona
remained barren all the way to Phoenix. Still we
noticed that the Colorado Desert was exhibiting
saguaro cacti which we had not as yet seen on
this trip.
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Well, we got to our motel in Apache Junction. It was a Best
Western; and of the three nights there, one was free because
of “bonus points” acquired from stays with Best Western.
Yipee!! It was a nice room in a convenient spot right by the
parking lot. Their breakfast was pretty good also.
This was New Year’s Eve. Upon the recommendation of
someone, we went and found the Dirtwater Springs
Restaurant. It was a good place for supper. Of the three
nights, this was our best choice.

Happy New Year 2012. Temperature made it to 75 degrees.
We rosé in the New Year and messed around till it was time
to meet Dave and Joanne. Dave is Bev’s brother. Our
meeting place was a bar in Gold Canyon, AZ close to Dave’s
place. A bar? Certainly, we were there to watch the Packers
play on television. Let’s see – Green Bay vs. Detroit (4541). Two northern teams really brought out the fans in this
AZ locale! The crowd was definitely heavy on the Green
Bay side. But Detroit successes did generate a couple lonely cheers.
It was a cheap trip. None of us
bought a thing. Waitresses
never bothered as we
sandwiched ourselves into the
crowd. I believe we had seats
but no table.
After the Green Bay victory,
we went over to Dave and
Joanne's who proceeded to fill
the porch table with chips, dip,
and all kinds of snacks. We
remained there talking till it
was nearly dark.
Joanne’s granddaughter was
visiting and tonight was her
last night. The next day in the
afternoon she and Joanne were
going to try to negotiate airport
security to get her safely on the plane. I don’t believe I ever heard how that turned out.
Back in the Apache Junction area, we opted for Cobb’s Family Restaurant. I believe it was a 24/7 joint
where locals ate. I mean locals -- like tall slim knurled-looking hombres wearing Stetsons and cowboy
boots. The food was passable.
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There was an interesting group outside. Maybe 8 men and women – 50 year old or so folks. They were
drinking soda pop, playing cards, and smoking up a storm.

Holy Cow!! I am up to January 2, 2012.

Three days in one chapter.

Our hotel was pretty nice. It was arranged in two buildings with the pool and hot tub between them. The
proprietors of the motel were of Indian descent – meaning India Indian. That seems to be quite common.
Our hosts in Merrillville, Indiana are Indian as well.
Dave picked us up rather early to take us out to see a place called Saguaro Lake. A review of my old
photos from last year show that we were there last year as well. No matter. It was a nice day and nice
that David and we could spend some time outdoors again. He had another commitment so that he had to
be back to Gold Canyon around 12:30 PM to take Joanne and her granddaughter to the airport.
On the drive to the lake, we seemed to always be in view of 4 Peaks. This was a mountain with 4 distinct
peaks, the highest being Browns Mt (only 7567 feet). It is in the southern Mazatzal Mountain Range.
Legend has it that Jacob Waltz
(Arizona's famous "Lost Dutchman")
traveled through that area called the
Four Peaks Wilderness to shake off any
would-be followers who might be
seeking his legendary gold mine in the
Superstition Mountains. Is that “local
color”, or what!?
The Saguaro Lake is one of several big
lakes on the Salt River. The Theodore
Roosevelt Dam holds back the Salt
forming Theodore Roosevelt Lake.
(We visited that dam several years back

after a steep dirt road out of Tortilla Flat. If
you want a curvy and scenic road to the
Theodore Roosevelt Dam take Hwy 88 out of
Tortilla Flat. Hwy 88 goes right out of Apache
Junction.) Then as the water flows over the
dam and down the river I see three named
lakes on the Salt: Apache Lake, Canyon Lake
and then Saguaro Lake.
Saguaro is a beautiful blue and is held back by
its own dam which faces steep cliffs a short
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distance beyond. The lake has a sizable marina.
There were hiking trails close to the lake that look like they were not improved. We walked along these
sandy paths for some time. We could watch other hikers who passed us and it seemed like the trails
continued and rosé up into the hills, but still in view of the lake. Somewhere along the trail I took a
picture of the lake’s namesake a rather healthy looking
saguaro. Then it was time for family photos. David and
“Biddy” (Bev’s nickname per David) posed for me by a
cactus that seemed to be getting full of holes – maybe
birds were pecking it.

Then it was our turn. Note the short sleeves. Beverly
was warm.
We left our hiking adventure and returned to Apache
Junction. David had plenty of time to drive the seven
miles back to Gold Canyon and to go on his next
journey to the airport.
We sat in the hot tub in the afternoon. It was very
relaxing, because we had no place to rush. We ate an
early dinner and prepared for the next day. Everything
else in our journey was in the category of “homeward
bound.”
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